Shining a l ght on
our impact in 2018
Click here to match fund your donation
Chanukah is about bringing light from darkness. It's about having
courage, confidence and hopefulness in the future.

For us, our hope comes from the thousands of individuals in Israel
and the UK who came together this year to stand up and speak out
for inclusiveness, for equality, and for democracy.
As we celebrate Chanukah and plan ahead for 2019, one of our
supporters has generously offered to match the first £4,000 of
gifts donated to this campaign, meaning your donation will be
doubled. Click here to double the impact of your donation.

When we fight hard
enough, when we
mobilize large enough,
when we call loud
enough, and when we
stand in solidarity, we
will succeed
Tamara Newman, Hotline
for Refugees and Migrants

Thanks to our supporters, we delivered some huge achievements in 2018:
1

Stopping Asylum Seeker Deportations
NIF grantees Hotline, ASSAF and Achoti are
three of Israel’s leading organisations protecting
the rights of asylum seekers. Since the Knesset
introduced its deportation plans in January,
these organisations have stepped up to provide
vital support for those facing deportation. In the
wake of the Knesset’s subsequent decision to
freeze the plans, NIF is continuing its ongoing
work to improve the quality of life for asylum
seekers, and to facilitate integration between
these communities and veteran Israeli residents,
especially in South Tel Aviv.

Alam, 21, is one of the 38,000 asylum seekers who fled to Israel from
South Sudan following political persecution

The Nation State Law
NIF and its partners have been at the forefront
of the fight against the legislation since it was
first introduced to the Knesset. We succeeded
in diluting the most detrimental clauses of
the Bill, and we helped to mobilise a broad set
of voices from across society to stand up for
Israeli democracy. The world’s largest Arabic
lesson, organised by several of our grantees in
Tel Aviv in the wake of the Law’s passing, was a
particularly poignant event where thousands of
Israelis stood up for shared society.

Marching with Pride

Standing up for shared society: Interfaith Chanukah celebration
organised by NIF grantee Tag Meir

Having funded the first Jerusalem March for Pride and Tolerance sixteen years ago, NIF has a long history of standing
up for the rights of the Israeli LGBTQ community. This summer, the NIF-backed Association for Civil Rights in Israel
successfully sued the police after they refused to issue a permit for the first-ever Pride March in Kfar Saba unless a
two-meter tall fence was built to obscure the event. With NIF intervention the historic march went ahead, as did other
Pride Marches across the country that faced similar obstacles.

Protecting Women’s Rights
In response to attempts by Ultra Orthodox
leaders to restrict opportunities for women
in the military and in universities, a telephone
hotline run by the Israel Women’s Network
has connected women facing discrimination
with feminist organisations ready to advocate
on their behalf. This project has already had
success, with the IDF’s Chief Rabbi asserting
that military rabbis who refuse to follow IDF
policy on women’s service will lose their jobs.

Countering Racism
Our ‘Kick Racism out of Football’ initiative
aims to turn Israel’s favourite sport into a
platform for tolerance and shared society.
This year, we launched the world’s first
‘Team for Social Responsibility’. The team is
composed of leading Israeli players (both
men and women), representing the country’s
diverse communities. The team leverages
the role model potential of the players to
promote values of shared society including
through a national roadshow to educate
young people.

'Kick it Out' brought together hundreds of Jewish and Palestinian children for
an unprecedented football match in a stand against racism and intolerance

Kol Echad Hu Or katan (each
one of us is a small light)
V’kulanu Or Eitan (together
we are a strong flame)
From the Chanukah song,
'Banu Choshech Legaresh'

Fighting for Public Housing
Years of advocacy by the Public Housing Forum
resulted in a proposal by the Housing Ministry to
double the current public housing stock in Israel.
Under the plan, an additional 7,000 apartments
will become available every year to house
Israel’s most economically vulnerable citizens.
Single mothers, who are most likely to need
public housing, will be the primary beneficiaries
of this plan.
Hagit Sigawi from Ofakim, successfully campaigned to secure
housing for herself and dozens of other single mothers

Giving Social Change a Voice

Bringing Light to the Darkness

Zazim: Community Action - an online activism
organisation launched by NIF as part of its 'New
Initiatives for Democracy' project - has had its most
successful year to date. Zazim has already had
more than 100,000 Jewish and Arab members. This
vast network has enabled it to carry out a number of
successful online campaigns, such as the removal
of a misleading TV ad run by an anti-abortion
organisation, and the freezing of a plan to expand
the polluting Haifa refineries.

Electricity still remains inaccessible to some Bedouin
citizens of the Negev living in villages that are not
recognised by the government. Instead they are
forced to use dangerous and unreliable generators.
This year NIF grantee Adalah (an organisation that
provides human rights litigation and advocacy on
behalf of Palestinians in Israel and the Occupied
Territories) has succeeded, through litigation, in
persuading the government to connect some of
these communities to the power grid.

Join the match!
Donate to NIF this Chanukah
and we will double your donation.

